BID Announcement for Companies

Cabinda Gulf Oil Company Ltd (CABGOC), Chevron subsidiary is one of Angola’s top petroleum producers, is going to be issuing a Tender for the services described below:

**BID Announcement Number: RFBA-002-MCP-2019**

Scope of Work

This bid announcement is in support of the Greenfield, Brownfield and Pipeline Execution Contract for the Sanha Lean Gas Connection (SLGC) Project.

CABGOC is seeking technically capable contractors with relevant experience with services which shall include, but not limited to, project management, detailed engineering of pipelines, fabrication / construction engineering, procurement, materials management, logistics, fabrication, transportation, installation, Hook-up and mechanical completion, pre-commissioning and commissioning and systems completion of the SLGC Jacket, Topsides, Pipelines and Brownfield scopes.

Except as specified above, detailed engineering will be performed by a third-party Engineering Contractor and is not a part of this bid scope. Contractor must certify that they are capable of executing 100% of the scope in Angola with either Contractor’s own facilities or by subcontract. Contractor shall either have vessels or have a proven track record of contracting and managing vessels, capable of offshore installation of structures and pipelines.

The bid package will request bids for proposals for one overall contract including the following discrete scopes:

**Lean Gas Platform (LGP)**

The LGP shall be a fixed-leg, four piled jacket and topsides in approximately 230 ft water depth, bridged connected to the existing Sanha Condensate Complex (SCC). Total facility weight including piles, bridge and flare boom is approximately 4,200 MTons.

**SLGC Pipelines**

The pipeline scope consists of two 20” OD gas pipelines and one, 16” OD gas pipeline each approximately 1.2 km in length. The pipelines originate on the new SLGC platform and terminate at existing subsea structures and cross existing pipelines.

**Brownfield**

The brownfield modification scope of the existing platforms at SCC consists of process and instrumentation and electrical tie-ins and structural modifications to facilitate the connection of the new SLGC platform.

If a company is qualified based on the described services and is interested in being considered for participation in that tender they can submit their information through our website [www.chevroninangola.com](http://www.chevroninangola.com), Suppliers page, BID Announcement; fill the Supplier information form and forward to concurso@chevron.com within the time stipulated in the internet.